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What have we seen in the
past …?
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A plaque coming from France …

2016 **
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Fake or falsified (international) 
transfers using impersonation

1. The classic

2. The Nigerian variant

3. The CEO variant
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The Classic

Transfer form with falsified CEO signature
Amounts <10.000 €

Via mail or fax

Sent to the bank of the targeted company

Modus operandi :
Step 1 : Tf fake CEO towards the bank : change of Tf nr 

Step 2 : Hand over of the transfer form for execution

Pass rate: 
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The Nigerian variant

Perpetrators from West Africa

Only via mail

Transaction between company and Asiatic supplier

Example :

06-08-2013 : company X receives an e-mail with the 
‘signature’ from one of his subcontractors in Taiwan

Message: due to technical issues at our financial institution
the tranfer needs to be performed towards a more secured
account at Barclay’s Bank on the name of a British company

12 days later: The real Asian subcontractor announces that the 
last invoice has not yet been paid…
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The CEO variant

Most known variant  international
businesses

> 1 M €

Organized gangs (French-Israëli)

Benefiting countries: 
China

Hong Kong 

Cyprus
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Modus operandi CEO fraud

1. Information gathering

2. Impersonation and choice of victim 

3. Pressurising

4. Manipulation

5. Execution of payment order

6. Fresh attempt
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Some facts & figures

85% of the data gathered on the target come from public 
sources (Internet, media, etc.) and from information 
obtained via the fraudster’s network

20% of social engineering attacks are carried out via 
compromised websites, as well as the falsification of 
e-mail addresses of individuals and public 
administrations.

$ 420 
million

Is the total loss related to Busines e-mail 
compromise and identity theft, spread over 30.000 
cases (FBI  Internet report 2016 )
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A real life case…
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Example CEO-Fraud (1)
Hi, Carine from Accounting.

Good morning, this is lawyer Laroche from Paris. I do 

not know if Mr Jean Grootjans has informed you, but he 

asked me to contact you. I have been acting for years

for Jean as his personal legal councel in possible M&A 

transactions. We are planning a new merger and I got

the task to collect all remaining cash from the different 

businesses. We do not want to involve anyone else 

because once it is known that we want to take over that 

company, other candidates will emerge and we want to 

avoid that. Can I count on your discretion ?
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Example CEO-Fraud (2)

I would like to help but how am I sure you actually know

Mr Grootjans?

It surprises me he did not inform you already. Maybe I 

was a bit to quick. I will ask him to contact you, and I 

will phone you back a bit later.

Jean.grootjans@grootjans.be <Jean.grootjans-

iphone@mail.com>: Carine, You will be contacted by Mr 

Laroche. I count on your efficienty and confidentiality in 

helping out Mr Laroche. Thanks in advance,

Jean Grootjans, CEO
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Example CEO-Fraud (3)

Good afternoon. I have been informed that Jean has already

spoken to you? As we do not want to jeopardise any of the 

entities, could you provide me with the cash planning overview? 

You can only send it to my email address at  

cabinet.laroche@financier.com. Which amount would you be able

to transfer as from tomorrow? Are you expecting any large sums

in the following days? I suggest to pay out the suppliers two

weeks later. It's a bit annoying that your payment authority is 

limited to this amount but then we will do it in several 

transactions. May I ask you for the moment not to communicate 

with others but just communicate with me about this?
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A real life fraud attempt
towards a Belgian company
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https://nieuws.vtm.be/binnenland/120497-de-ceo-fraude-

valse-baas-licht-bedrijf-op

../../AMS-andere/[Faroek] Fenomeen oplichting m.b.v. social engineering of ceo-fraude.mp4
https://nieuws.vtm.be/binnenland/120497-de-ceo-fraude-valse-baas-licht-bedrijf-op


What do we see today?

A shift towards 
Purchase

Sales and 

Creditors departments

Recent variants 
Invoice fraud

Fake order scams 

From typosquatting towards 
combosquatting
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Invoice fraud

Aimed at Purchase and Credit departments

Real life case 

The purchasing company : 
➢ notification that from now on invoices must be paid on the 

account of a Romanian factoring company

➢ e-mail from the so-called factoring company contains a list 
with all of the outstanding invoices

Investigation 
➢ Company’s computer infected by malware

➢ Information collected via social engineering by as well 
the purchasing as the selling company
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Fake order scams
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httyoutube.com/watch?v=ImOaPNLYkD8



The wine case
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The wine case (2)

Fraudulent orders to at least 20 European 
companies 

Wine traders & Suppliers of electronics

in France, Germany, Spain, Italië and Portugal 

Transport firm ARC transport and Dimotrans

For amounts between 19.000 € and 750.000 €
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The wine case (3) 

Fraudsters

South England, France and Nigeria

two transit warehouses in Horsmonden and 
Brenchley, (small towns in southern England)

The owner, the 26-year-old Timothy R
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The wine case (4)

Modus operandi

extensive mail and phone contact

real names of people working at Simply Market 
(website, LinkedIn)

the e-mail addresses: almost identical 
(the extension .fr becomes .com)

VAT and excise duty numbers are correct

one notable exception: "Usually, supermarkets 
negotiate well over the price, to the lowest 
amount possible. But they agreed quite quickly”
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Modus operandi

The fraudster acts as an employee of the 
so-called purchasing company:

By taking over the e-mail account (via 
hacking or malware), also known as 
Business E-mail Compromise

By registering a domain name that strongly 
looks like the domain name of the existing 
company, e.g. by changing only one 
character (typo squatting)
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Combosquatting

What ?

the act of buying a domain name that combines a 
legitimate company domain with some other word, 
in hopes of drawing victims to the official looking domain

More prevalent than typosquatting
2.7 million combosquatting domains targeting only 
268 legitimate top domains

In the last 6 years
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What action can be taken ?

Don’t expose your data in public places (trains, 
etc.), on websites, on social networks or even 
within your company

Establish internal procedures based on double-
checking and restricting access to sensitive data

Raise employee awareness, especially in your 
accounting, finance, purchase and sales 
departments

Don’t click on unknown links in e-mails or online

Use ID FRAUD CHECK 
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ID Fraud Check
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✓ Every company can check 

whether a certain domain name is already on the 

black list or is generating red flags

✓ The black list contains domain names that were 

effectively used for fraud purposes and are being 

kept up to date at all time

✓ Partners who sign up will be notified immediately 

if a fraudulent variant of their domain name is 

being used (EARLY WARNINGS)



Contact details
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